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President’s Message
“Nothing is as surprising as life. Except for
writing, the only consolation.”

from the Black Book (1990, Orhan Pamuk)

Recently, a dear friend shared how she would break a stall when going
about her art: move the painting upside down!
Priceless advice for painters as much as for Benvenuto Board members,
who have had to turn their event calendars upside down, stumble their
way through pandemic regulations, listen to fearful and scornful criticism (very little) and in order to earn your crazy supportive, encouraging praise (a lot!) they worked hard organizing events, outings, and all
the rest of those myriads of shared moments.
I am deeply grateful for the privilege to have been one of them and
would like to thank all of you that volunteer, that make Benvenuto Club
such a great place to be, to everybody that joins our activities from near
or far, in person or on our social media platforms.
You showed up at our glitzy events as much as when we called upon
you to support donations for our charities and humanitarian aid for
Ukraine. We had teas, coffees, bubbles, we munched on artisan chocolate, marvelled at diamonds and beautiful attire when walking the catwalks.
On all those elegant occasions you had fun, actually you were donating
time, resources and your knowledge most generously; you were setting
an example that strengthened everyone’s faith in our community.
The two words that haunted me most for the last two years? No, neither Covid nor Curfew, although you’re close. Nobody likes chaos and
collision, so we turned them upside down and with every event, your
growing presence and support - our fortune and fortitude - they became
impactful change.

Time to Volunteer
Be Part of the Team
Benvenuto Club
needs you!
 President
 Treasurer

Today we are counting more than 230 members. Empowered and encouraged we decided to take on another charity for the following year:
we are proud to continue to support Le Vele and Portofranco and we
welcome CBM Italia as our third charity.
My deepest gratitude for letting me own this space for the last two
years, thank you all and good luck to the wonderful woman that will
lead us from now.
In health,
Şule

Please don’t hesitate to
contact any board member
for any extra info.
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Editor’s Message
We have stepped into the last month of the club year 2021-2022. A very crucial month for the club. This is the time when we choose our lifetime achievement award winner, this is the time when we felicitate members who have
completed 25 years in this club, this is also the time when we bid goodbye to
our board of directors but at the same time it’s the month to welcome new
board members. So, my dear club members, to witness all this “Main coffee”
is the event not to be missed. Another very interesting event of June, is the
Potluck lunch on June 16. Details of this event are on page 6. To make this
event successful club needs your help and support. Along with this we have
a summer hike near Lake Como and by popular demand our event director
has planned another cheese tasting event. Hence proved what I always say
“the Benvenuto Club keeps you involved and entertained all-round the year”.

WE NEED
YOU!
Please share your tips, experiences in
Milan and Italy, suggestions
for outings and activities in the city that
our members would love!
benvenutoeditor@hotmail.com

The Benvenuto Magazine is looking for
new sponsors, who will be able to support
the magazine on a long term basis, in return for regular and prominent advertising not only in the magazine but on our
facebook page and website.

Benvenuto Magazine is
published 10 times per year.
To advertise, contact the editor:
benvenutoeditor@hotmail.com
Monthly rates for ads:
1 page € 180
1/2 page € 100
1/4 page € 50
classifieds € 20
Discounts available for
consecutive issues

This is my last issue of Benvenuto magazine as an editor and I would like
to share my experience with you. Being an editor: a journey that taught
me a lot, I learnt about appreciating the small things like - the smell of
the printing press every morning before the release of the magazine; the
sound of my keyboard frantically typing to finish up writing my editor’s
message; the feeling of immense pride after the WhatsApp chat was bombarded with messages of appreciation; the sight of all the members holding
our esteemed magazine in their hands with such enthusiasm; and finally,
the bittersweet taste of leaving this honorable position. Although it was
difficult to maintain this atmosphere of vivacity within our magazine after
the pandemic, I am grateful to all of you for helping me do so by sending
your articles, art, suggestions and letters.
As I reach the end of my term as an editor of Benvenuto magazine I would
like to thank the entire magazine team, board of directors, each member
of the club for their support, love and appreciation. It meant a lot. I assure
you that the magazine is going into good hands, passed on to our very own
journalist by profession, Elisabetta Pisa. She is the perfect candidate for
this role as I have already seen her excellent contributions in the magazine.
Ladies enjoy this issue and have a fantastic summer. I’ll be meeting you at
different club events. Keep sharing your love with Elisabetta our new editor.
Anvita

This magazine is printed by:

centro stampa

Buste e carte intestate • biglietti visita • depliants
volantini • adesivi • opuscoli • partecipazioni di nozze

Via De Amicis, 45 • 20123 Milano
Tel. 02.89404827 • Fax 02.89407943
centro.stampa@hotmail.it
www.centrostampadeamicis.it
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SPECIAL
OFFER
Special Offer for
Benvenuto members
from the printer
of our magazine,
Centro Stampa:
100 business cards
for €30

Regular Meetings
MAIN COFFEE &
annual general
business meeting

date: Tuesday, June 14
time: 10am-12pm
venue: Circolo Volta, via Giusti 16
sign-ups: RSVP to vicepresidentbenvenuto@gmail.com
Another year is running toward the end and June Main Coffee marks
the transition between the old and the new social year; it’s an event that
cannot be missed.
We shall assign the Lifetime Achievement Award, celebrate the Silver
Anniversary of members that reached 25 years of membership, transfer
the donations to current charities and announce the new selected one
and, what is most important, vote for next Board of Directors.
We wish and expect a large participation, and shall be happy to get a
RSVP to vicepresidentbenvenuto@gmail.com

Come and enjoy a cup of coffee or
tea with Estefania, Maria Virginia
and Benvenuto ladies! We meet
every Wednesday at 10:30. Our
venue for June is God Save the
Food, piazza del Carmine 1. For
more info contact Newcomers
Director Estefania Salado:
newcomersbenvenuto@gmail.com

NEWCOMERS APERITIVO
Aperitivo rinforzato. All members
welcome, including partners.
date: Thursday, June 23
time: 8pm
venue: Jazz Cafe Milano,
corso Sempione 8
cost: €30
sign-ups: Estefania Salado,
Newcomers director:
newcomersbenvenuto@gmail.com

NEIGHBOR to NEIGHBOR

Once-a-month informal meetings
of Benvenuto members living
within the same neighborhood
zone. Sometimes these personally
hosted gatherings are held in
someone’s home, sometimes they
are hosted at a neighborhood
eatery. More info on page 7.

ALL-SORTS

Various groups meet for shared
hobbies and interests. There is
something for everyone! See
the list of groups and specific
information on page 8.
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New Activities for June

9

				
thursdAY

Hike on the Via Regia from Torno to Palanzo
ending in Faggeto Lario lido
All along Lake Como, from the fascinating small
town of Torno to Palanzo, ending at Faggeto
Lario. For centuries Via Regia was the only way
to connect Como, Bellagio and the villages on
the right bank of the western branch of Lake
Como, before the Provincial Road was built at
the beginning of 1900. About 15 years ago the
ancient mule tracks were restored, thus creating
a splendid trekking route of about 36 kilometers
from Brunate to Bellagio. We will hike a part of it,
between fresh woods, great viewpoints on the lake
and charming little towns. From Palanzo, where
a winepress dating 1572 still exist, we will begin
our descent to the lake, ending our hike in Faggeto
Lario pleasant lido, where it’s possible to have a
nice swim, or just a refreshing drink.
meeting time & place: at 8:30am meeting in
front of the ticket office of Milano Nord Cadorna
train station. At 8:43am train to Como Lago
arriving at 9:44am. At 10:15am boat to Torno
arriving at 10:44am.
hike: Torno (m 200), Molina (m 400), Valle Molini,
Lemna (m 518), Palanzo (m 600), Faggeto Lario (m
250). Picnic lunch.
to come back: at 4:49pm bus from Faggeto Lario
to Como Lago (a. 5:10pm) and 5:16/5:46pm train to
Milano Cadorna (a. 6:17/6:47pm).
difficulty: easy/medium. Ascent: 500 m, descent:
450 m. Walking time (excluding stops): 4 hours, 10
km
equipment: daily backpack, trekking boots and
socks or good running shoes, trekking poles (if you
use them), comfortable clothes, rain jacket, 1-liter
bottle of water (canteen), sunhat and sunscreen,
packed lunch, identity card, alcohol-based hand
sanitizer. Swimsuit and light towel if you feel like
having a swim in the lake. FFP2 mask is needed on
public means of transportation
cost: 20 euros (includes insurance, does not
include train, boat and bus tickets). Tickets’ costs:
train Milano/Como €4,80 each way
Boat €3,80
Bus €2,30
(note: Io viaggio ovunque in Lombardia daily ticket
does not include boats)
guide: Elena Cortellessa - 339 3509742 ormaineve@gmail.com
sign-ups: Fiona Betournay fbetournay@yahoo.co.uk
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wednesdAY

Tasting the Italian Specialities – Parmigiano
Reggiano Experience in the afternoon
By popular demand we propose again this interesting
experience. An authentic vertical version of mountain
Parmigiano Reggiano in different seasonings in
purity and with the matching proposals by Mr. Marco
Barberi, Product manager of Autentico Italia. Tasting
products: Parmigiano Reggiano 24, 36, 48 and 60
months.
time: 6pm
venue: Autentico Store, corso Magenta 69
cost: €10 (+€5 optional for a glass of wine)
sign-ups: Rachele Rutili specialactivitiesbv@gmail.com
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thursdAY

Annual Potluck Lunch
time: 12-3pm
venue: Santa Maria del Carmine Church courtyard,
piazza del Carmine. Looking at the Church, the
entrance is on the left side, a wooden door
cost: bring a dish or wine, or pay €10 at the door
sign-ups: no sign-up needed, just come along!
This lunch has a long tradition. The name potluck is
American and means we will eat what we will find on
the table, a surprise, si mangerà quello che capita.
Every participant is supposed to bring a dish, for 5-6
people, possibly your favorite dish or your speciality,
speciality of your country. Savoury or sweet. You bring
what you prefer!
Some of us will bring a dessert, wine or fruit of the
season. We need some bottles of sparkling wine, and
also fruit juices.
If you can’t prepare anything you will pay 10 euros at
the entrance.
We need volunteers to prepare the place: we have to
bring up the heavy tables from the basement, open
them, cover the tables with a paper tablecloth, bring
out many chairs from the rooms beside the courtyard.
We have to go to the nearby supermarket to buy
mineral water. At the end of the lunch we have to leave
the place in order. All these things are simple and easy
to do if we are 5-6 people to do it. We will start to setup the tables about 10-10:30. We need two members
for a check-in table at the entrance to sign people in
and collect money, that will serve as a donation for the
church and a tip for the porter.
Guests are welcome.
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Neighbor to Neighbor (NtN)
where

neighborhood co-ordinatorS

when

CENTER
Zone 1

substituted by the Potluck
Marilyn Tambling
Lunch, piazza del Carmine
marilyntambling@gmail.com
Marti Biles mlbiles75@gmail.com

Thursday, June 16
12-3pm

LORETO
Zones 2/3

Nawal Felippone
nawal_felippone@hotmail.com
Ernesta De Laurentis
ernesta.dela@gmail.com

San Pietro Café,
corso Buenos Aires 6

Wednesday, June 15
4:30-6:00pm

PORTA ROMANA/
SAN DONATO
Zones 4/5

Maria Tieghi
maria.tieghi@gmail.com

substituted by the Potluck
Lunch, piazza del Carmine

Thursday, June 16
12-3pm

WASHINGTON/
FRUA/NAVIGLI
Zone 6

Marianne Schuck
marianneschuck@hotmail.it
Marilena Ciolina
marilena.ciolina@gmail.com

substituted by the Potluck
Lunch, piazza del Carmine

Thursday, June 16
12-3pm

BUONARROTI/
SAN SIRO Zone 7

Alessandra Felicetta
felicettaale@tiscali.it
Giovina Di Giacomo
giovina.digiacomo@gmail.com

venue to be confirmed

Tuesday, June 21
3:30-5:30pm

FIERA/
SEMPIONE
Zones 8/9

Françoise Bertolini Decaillet
francoisebertolini@gmail.com
Mary Jo Murillo Benavente
indianajo60@gmail.com

substituted by the Potluck
Lunch, piazza del Carmine

Thursday, June 16
12-3pm

MILANO DUE

Bruna Laviani
brunacacciamali44@gmail.com
Svetlana Pikuz Pavlov
spavlana@gmail.com

no meeting this month

SAN FELICE

Fiona Betournay
fbetournay@yahoo.co.uk
Anne Marie Ellis
anne_marie_ellis@yahoo.com

Potluck lunch at the home
of Silvia Verzura
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Friday, July 8
12 noon

All Sorts Groups
All current special interest groups featured below are free of membership fees and therefore are called
all sorts groups:
Bridge group

PARLIAMO ITALIANO - ITALIAN CONVERSATION

Calling all bridge players! If you love bridge it would be
wonderful if we could organize an afternoon bridge club
on Monday, Tuesday or Friday afternoon, in a café next
to piazza Duomo. If interested, please get in touch!
Contact: Cinzia Giordanelli, 3277815439

If you don’t have many opportunities to speak Italian,
if you understand it well but don’t feel confident
in your pronunciation, if you want to improve your
vocabulary or simply would like to have a chat in a
casual and a friendly welcoming environment... come
& join us in conversazioni in italiano! From beginners
to mother tongue Italians, all are welcome! No
worries, no pressure... just chat :) This month we’ll
meet on Thursday, June 9 at Cortile Flora, via Volta 7.
Contact: Lussi Callieri, lucianacallieri@gmail.com

Burraco - Italian Card game
Players meet every Wednesday
from 3-6pm at Passerini
Pasticceria, on the corner of
Via Spadari and Via Cantù.
Contact: Maria Rosaria
Barbera, mrbnba@alice.it

Language Exchange
This international group of Benvenuto members meets
every Monday afternoon from 3:30-5:30pm at Swiss
Corner, piazza Cavour/
corner via Palestro 2. Our
aim is to exchange points of
view on various topics using
both English and Italian.
English mother tongue
newcomers are encouraged to attend.
Contact: Nawal Felippone, nawal_felippone@hotmail.com

The mindful space
We meet every Friday morning on Zoom to practice
mindfulness meditation. Beginner and experienced
meditators are welcome. If you are interested, we
invite you to join us, not to learn and think about it
but, to experience it.
Contact: Sule Bolgi, sbolgi@yahoo.com or Laurence
Karolczak Bridges, Belgianbridges@hotmail.com

Mahjong for Fun

PROFESSIONAL WOMEN OF BENVENUTO MILAN

Mahjong is a game that
originated in China. We play for
fun, it is a few hours to relax
in good company. Beginners
and experienced players are
welcome or, just come and
watch to see if it’s for you! We
play on Thursdays at 3pm.
Contact: Shirley Rossetti,
shirleyros@gmail.com

We are a group of working and professional women
who are eager to meet other women/colleagues to
share their experiences with, to learn from, to support
and to exchange views on the current scenario both in
Italy or worldwide. We network, accompanied by dinner
(when possibile) and an inspirational talk on business
matters, every third Thursday of the month. There will
be no meeting this month - see you in September!
Contact: Barbara Vandoni, barbara@barbaravandoni.
com or Elaine Sharp, esharp_uk@yahoo.com

Orientals Abroad

Central Book Club

Benvenuto members exploring Asian cultures. All
attendees pay 5 euros for coffee and brioche at their
monthly Main meeting - every 3rd Thursday at Circolo
Ufficiali.
Contact: Nawal Felippone, nawal_felippone@hotmail.com

Meets once a month, usually every
1st Tuesday.
Contact: Betty Manfre,
bmanfre08@gmail.com
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Orientals Abroad (OA) News

D

ear Benvenuto members and newcomers,
nia explaining the Tour, starting to admire Casa Bindi,
June is the last Benvenuto month of the year a 1900 building which owes its name to the engineer
2021/2022 for organizing OA group activities for Achille Bindi - a distinguished citizen and cofounder of
our members and guests.
the Italian Touring Club, for whom he constructed in
Before making a brief summary of the activities 1900 the building bearing his name, following an arwe were able to offer recently, I would like to sincere- chitecture and style which anticipated the Liberty style.
ly thank all our members for sustaining us with their
The Tour took almost two hours and I would considpresence and participation. I seize this oportunity to er the area one of the most elegant residential zones in
wish you all a happy summer vacation with your fam- Milan worth visiting and admiring, though I needed an
ilies and we look forward to a new Benvenuto year in immediate good rest and a fresh juice as it was an exSeptember.
ceptionally warm day!
My personal appreciation goes also to my collaboOn Thursday, May 19th at Palazzo Cusani our speakrators, each in her own way
er, Elena Tommaseo from
doing what was possible to
Venice, who has been living
achieve, starting with Maria
in India since 2010 where
Tieghi who has our heartfelt
she now works as a designcongratulations for becomer as well as a tour guide. On
ing grandmother to Emma.
her love for India she says:
Now she has to babysit for
“Once you start digging and
two! Members Gemma Kim
discover it’s past and treaand Qin Fu for their technisures, you cannot stop huntcal assistance, Luisa Dassi,
ing for more”.
Anna Maria Major and LalElena gave a very interla Riva for collecting the cofesting lecture on New Delhi
fee money at Cusani bar prisupported by a video which
or to our Monthly Meetings
she had prepared. Our memand to OA treasurer Mari- OA Talk on New Delhi, Palazzo Cusani, May 19
bers intervened with quesangela Corbetta who could
tions and comments.
not attend activities due to
The lecture was followed
Covid-19 virus!
by lunch at Rangoli Indian
Before presenting the June
restaurant at a few minutes
program, I would like to rewalk from Palazzo Cusani on
mind members and newcomvia Solferino 36.
ers that Orientals Abroad
Many thanks to Maria
group since its inception
and other members who
holds its monthly meetings
took photos of our activities
regularly on the 3rd Thursday
and put them on the hub.
of the month, for the past few
For the time being, here
years at the prestigious Palaends our OA fable, hoping
zzo Cusani unless we are admany of you had the chance
vised to the contrary by their
and time to enjoy visiting
administration.
interesting places with us,
There won’t be any OA After the lecture on New Delhi by Elena
meeting and making new
Tommaseo, a group enjoying Lunch at Rangoli
monthly meeting in June and
friends and getting to know
Indian Restaurant
I believe it could be too warm
new places, keeping in your
for another trip with many leaving for the summer hol- memory pleasant stories for the future.
idays. Instead, we’ll have our traditional Potluck Lunch
For September I’m preparing for a guided Tour of Vil(for details, please see page 6).
la Erba, beautiful Villa and garden, reachable by ferry
In May 2022, we had two successful activities: on from Como, where they are holding a yearly event open
Tuesday May 17 the Walk Tour of Corso Magenta with to the public from September 29th to October 2nd. I
a professional tour guide, Stefania Fiegl. At 3:45 pm we hope they will accept to receive us for a tour. Have a
all met at MM Conciliazione stop in the cool shaded pleasant and serene summer holiday.
Piazza Baracca where we could sit and listen to StefaNawal Felippone and OA Organizing Team
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Club News
Introducing new candidates for next year's
Board of Directors:
vice president

Newcomers Director

My name is Daniela Falcone, I was born, grew up and studied in Milan. Shortly after my degree in Architecture at
the Politecnico, I married and started a new life overseas
with my husband. We have been
abroad for 13 years and raised two
girls (today 19 and 16 years old)
living in four different countries:
Angola, Australia, Russia and the
United Arab Emirates.
Although I have always loved traveling, shortly after my first relocation
I realized that living abroad is not as
easy as traveling on holiday. Even the “easiest” countries
can be hard to adapt to. These years have enriched me and
created a unique family like many of yours.
We relocated to Milan nearly five years ago but I missed
the international community and that’s why I joined Benvenuto. I decided to be part of the board as Vice President to help and give my contribution as a “foreign Milanese” to a group of strong and vital women. I would like to
help them adapt and comprehend Milan, a city which has
changed so much in these past few years. My aim is to give
you my contribution to keep the Club alive and friendly,
and through it appreciate your and my new city.

My name is Luciana Fioretti Callieri , but everyone calls
me “Lussi”! Much easier to introduce myself with my nickname. I am Italian and I am an Italian Teacher. I have an
University Bachelor and Master degree in Italian language and literature and a Master in teaching Italian as a foreign language from the
University of Siena. I also obtained
a Master in Consulting Image at
MBA Academy in Milan.
I lived for 25 years abroad: Puertorico, USA, Canada, Turkey, Egypt,
Thailand and now I’ve been in Milan for 5 years. I speak
Spanish, English, Italian. I studied Turkish, Arabic, Thai,
French but all with bad results! I love Interior Design,
arts, photography, traveling, parties…. I am married and I
have a 16 year old daughter. With my experience of living
abroad I understand the difficulties people face in a new
country and culture. Therefore I’d love to help anyone that
arrived in Milan. This year I coordinated the much loved
group Parliamo Italiano with very success!
The Benvenuto Club helps and supports me since I arrived
specially because Milan is not my home town and now I want
to help the Club and the Newcomers! Welcome to our place!

membership director

COMMUNITY SERVICES DIRECTOR

Hi, I’m Eva Stock. Originally I’m American, but I’ve
lived in Brussels for a year followed by 30 years in London. My husband is Italian and we have two adult sons
who live in London and New York.
We moved to Milan in January
2021 and initially I found life in
Milan very difficult - it was just
after Brexit and during a full lockdown. But then I found Benvenuto Club and everything changed
for the better! Professionally I
have done many different things,
initially working in financial services, then in the relocation industry and most recently I retrained to be an
English language teacher. Given the extremely warm
welcome that I received from Benvenuto, I’m very excited to join the board as Membership Director and look
forward to welcoming new members and forging stronger relationships with the wonderful women who continue to make this club what it is.

Hello to all the wonderful ladies in the Benvenuto Club,
I am Malinee Carnegie. We are somewhat new to Milan.
We moved here in early September 2021 from Texas. My
Italian is still very basic and I am
not sure I will become fluent before
we have to leave in 2 years. I was
born in Thailand but adopted as a
baby. My family is from Brooklyn,
NY. My husband and I have been
married almost 20 years and we
have three children: May 14, Sen
Lin 14 and Eve 10. We adopted our
son from China and he is four days younger than our oldest daughter. This is our 2nd expat experience. We lived
in Japan for 4.5 years until 2020.
I am grateful to be a part of such a lovely and supportive
group of women in Milan. I was lucky enough to discover
the power of women’s groups when I joined a moms club after my first baby. Since then I actively search for groups and
I find happiness in being involved and meeting new people.
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Club News
editor
Milan-Toronto-Milan. These are the main
legs of my “journey” so far, which made me
who I am today. I am Elisabetta Pisa, an
Italian with a Canadian twist, I would love
to say. I started my career as a print journalist in Italy and shifted to video journalism/
video making in Canada where I moved to
in 2014 following my husband Dario taking on a new professional opportunity in
Toronto. After almost 8 years on the other
side of the Ocean, last September we came
back and I realized that now I see things in
a different way. For sure being among you

letters to the club

T

he fashion show was amazing. There
were good vibes in the room all
around. This has been an exceptional board not only because of the challenges covid brought but also because of obvious good will and harmony the board
has exemplified. You are to be applauded. Club energy goes from the top down.
In my 26 years I can honestly say there
hasn’t been a better board. Bravo
Irene

D

ear Alessandra,
I just wanted to congratulate you
and all your team on a superb, very
professional Fashion Show this morning. I thoroughly enjoyed myself and I’m
sure everyone in the audience did too.
You have some very beautiful, and brave
(!) members who modelled and strutted
their stuff on the catwalk.
I hope very much that there will be
more opportunities for the Milan & Varese Benvenuto Clubs to come together in
the future.
Thank you once again for your invitation.
Kind regards,
Sue
Benvenuto Varese

D

is helping me deal with the reverse culture
shock and navigate this new chapter of my
life. In the past months I have joined as
an assistant editor the Benvenuto’s magazine team. I am really impressed by Anvita Thareja Naval, Adrienne McCartney and
Yvette Broadley, so skilled and very hard
working ladies! Over the next months it
will be an honour for me to serve as an editor and address your information needs.
An honour, but also a big challenge given
that English is my second language. Looking forward to meeting you all!

ear ladies,
I have been a member of Benvenuto
Club since 1989: a colleague at work suggested I enrol in order to
keep my spoken English
trained.
It’s been a real blessing!!
I immediately took a
very active role in the
Board as PR coordinator;
in order to promote the
Club itself and its many
activities/initiatives,
I
approached Consulates,
Embassies, iconic shops
and boutiques of Milan,
gyms and even the Corriere della Sera daily newspaper, which published
an article by famous journalist Lina Sotis, dedicated to the Benvenuto Club.
USIS Office Downtown
then asked me to welcome the Pennsylvania
Delegation, which I did,
in the occasion of the official presentation of “the
Horse” (project by Leonardo da Vinci) in San Siro.
It was a very special cele-
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bration and we had a fantastic event with a Band
of Marines, followed by a
concert at La Scala.
A very special moment
indeed, which gave me
the extraordinary chance
to get to know people
coming from all over the
world.
Some
Benvenuto
Club members I became
friends with over the
years organized trips I
took part in: to Bali, India and Singapore.
All this to say that I
am proud to consider myself part of the Benvenuto Club to this day, and
proud to have been an active part of its history.
Although I am not as
active as I used to be, I
am grateful now to the
younger ones that contribute more, and I thank
you all for the experiences I have lived and shared
with you, and the ones
we will share, that I am
looking forward to.
All the best to you all!!
Graziella Pradella

Club News
Lifetime Achievement
Award 2021-2022

charity news
As you all know, in the second year of the pandemic,
once more were we forced to give up on our traditional
fundraisers such as the Christmas Bazaar and the Spring
Fair. Instead we opted for inviting you to donate to our
charities via our Stronger Together II campaign and created various occasions where we could ask our members and
guests a nominal fee that would go to our charities: Christmas Tea in December, Women’s Day at the Galleria Meravigli in March, Breakfast at Hotel et de Milan in April and
our annual Fashion Show in May at Circolo Volta! You kept
on giving when you organized your NtNs, hosted a cooking
class, when you did not claim your money back for events
you could not attend, even your membership fee, when you
decided to wait with socializing! As a result we will be able
to give each charity 2000 euros on behalf of you. A wire
transfer will be made at the AGBM at June Main Coffee.
For the coming Benvenuto year your support and generosity encouraged us to extend our help to a third charity,
so we will be supporting the three charities with their respective liaison members.
Le Vele: Lana Pikuz, spavlana@gmail.com
Portofranco: Sabine Ehlert, ehlertsabine1@tiscali.it
CBM Italia: Maria Tieghi, maria.tieghi@gmail.com

adrienne Mccartney
Every year Benvenuto Club members are invited
to reflect on their favorite volunteer that has contributed a “lifetime” worth of support to the Club.
This year the Benvenuto Board
is proud to announce that the
overwhelming majority of nominations were in favor of Adrienne McCartney!
Adrienne has been the backbone of our Benvenuto Magazine
for years on end; as a layout artist, she is responsible for packaging our magazine’s every aspect, she’s our graphic
designer and she has creatively designed invitations,
our stationary, posters, raffle tickets, envelopes...
in short everything printed that makes Benvenuto
shine on countless occasions.
Thank you Adrienne for all that you have been doing
for us.
Congratulations!

astrology by Anvita
Cancer woman
June 22-July 23

Leo

•

woman •
july 24-august 23

Ruling planet: Moon
Symbol: The Crab
Lucky color: Sap green
Lucky stone: Emerald
Compatible signs:
Pisces, Scorpio,
Capricorn, Taurus
Key features:
Loyal, intuitive, emotional
Cancerian women are legendary water signs
among all zodiac signs who possess tremendous
diplomacy. If you see a lady with most innocent
looks, she has to be a Cancerian. Cancerian women are pretty on the outside and the inside. Determined, funny, selfless are some of the characteristics of a Cancerian lady. She makes a wonderful
friend, confidante, and partner because of her
loyal personality. A Cancerian woman is a caring
and sentimental woman.

Ruling planet: Sun
Symbol: The Lion
Lucky color: Crimson
Lucky stone: Onyx
Compatible signs:
Aries, Sagittarius,
Gemini, Aquarius
Key features:
Warm, generous, caring
Leo women are legendary fire signs among all zodiac signs who possess magnetic leadership. If you see a
lady who has a lot of enthusiasm and looks perfect at
all times, she has to be a Leo. Leo women are the ultimate combination of passion and charm. Confident,
optimistic and romantic are some of the characteristics of a Leo lady. She has the fantastic ability to make
friends with her charismatic and magnetic personality.
She is creative and possesses immense passion. A Leo
woman is honest and a loyal woman.
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Welcome Newcomers!
Sandhya Gupta

Alessandra Repini

Hi club friends, I am Sandhya Gupta, an old member of
Benvenuto Club from 1992. I
came to Milan with my husband and my kids from USA
now grown up and married.
I had served the board many
times as president, secretary
and treasurer. Due to some
serious health issues, I could not continue but now after 4 years I rejoin this month my club and very happy
and touched to see all my friends and some new members also. I am running an Indian restaurant in Milan.
I received the Lifetime achievement award from the
Club in 2012. I love music, dance and reading. Hope
life come to normal and we all can enjoy our meetings.
My best wishes to all of you.
chgupta@tin.it

Hi ladies! My name is Alessandra Repini, I was born and raised
in Milan. I moved to Dubai just
for a short time many years ago
and this is my only international experience. Despite this, I
have an open and international
attitude, I feel limited hanging
around always with same Milanese people. Thus, when I heard about Benvenuto, I
joined it with great enthusiasm. I might say I know very
well how it works living in Milan, and I will be happy
to share with you all the “unwritten rules” of our city.
I do hope to be of some help to make you feel welcome
in Italy. I am mum of twin boys (12y) and I have a very
social husband who loves meeting new people even
more than I do. I recently published a book about the
Italian Woman - how she dresses, how she eats/drinks,
how she furnishes her home, where she travels in Italy... “The Italian Lady”. It is addressed to Extra European readers, however you may find it useful during your
stay in Italy. I am looking forward to meeting you all!
Instagram @theItalianLady_official
arepini@libero.it
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the thrill
of sail racing
Siobhan O’Connor

A

bout 15 years ago my husband
gave me a nice striped, red,
white and blue tote bag with
the word SCALLOP embroidered on
the outside and sticking out from inside was a bottle of champagne. He
had bought a sailboat for me named
Scallop! He told me that he’d seen
me talking to the women’s sailing
instructor and hoped I would take
to sailing, since it is one of his own
passions! Learning to sail has been a
slow process, hard on the marriage at
times, but I realized early on I loved
this little boat.
I took some sailing lessons which
gave me great confidence as learning anything from one’s spouse can
be frustrating to say the least. I remember my instructor told me that
if you can sail off your mooring and
come back to it successfully, then you
can sail, and once I had this skill under my belt, I knew she was right.
My boat is a Herreshoff 12.5 feet
long (3.8 meters) and was designed
for children more than 100 years ago
by Nathanael Greene Herreshoff, an
American naval architect, mechanical engineer, and yacht design innovator. It is safe and sturdy and
round in shape so is nicknamed a
“doughdish”. I reminisce about the
big heavy dish my mother used to
use to make dough but there is another more interesting explanation
… The story goes that an Italian gardener would yell dodici — Italian for

parliamo
italiano boom
We started last September with
only 5 ladies in the chat. The idea
was: parliamo italiano?
Now we are 36 in the chat! We meet
two times monthly. Step by step we
became friends... day by day unites.
Every month we tried different
locations, everyone helps to pro-

12 as we all know — when he saw
the boats sailing nearby, and locals
thought it sounded like doughdish!
The doughdish is easy to sail but
difficult to sail well… and I learned
this when I started racing. There are
about 65 Herreshoff 12.5s at my club
on Shelter Island, New York, out near
the end of Long Island, and about 45
of them race. Most weeks there are at
least 20 boats out for the Saturday races, making it very challenging. Most
of the sailors have been sailing all their
lives and are men but there is an increasing number of women skippers.

pose new places!
We are a team, we worked all together, sometimes so many people,
sometimes just a few, but in all this
year we became a fantastic group, a
point of reference for us!
Thank you so much my special
and unique group. I will miss you!
Have a great summer
With love
Lussi
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Racing is exhilarating. I never thought I was competitive until I started. Before a race I can feel
quite nervous and apprehensive but
once out there on the water there is
a thrill that is difficult to describe.
The start of a race is very difficult
for me and often does not go so well,
so I really have to focus and strategize to make up later. Conditions
on the water vary greatly. There’s
the weather to contend with. Some
days it’s sickly hot and humid, others it’s too cool and wet, but some
can be bright and sunny with a crisp
breeze and there is nothing at all
like it to be driving your own boat
with only a fresh breeze to push you
along the beautiful waters of Shelter Island. Knowledge of the local
waters help, along with noting the
tides and direction and speed of the
wind for the day. If the current is
stronger than wind speed this boat
can get swept in a direction you may
not wish to go!
I am not a great racer and probably prefer pleasure sailing with my
hubbie, in the late afternoon, or a
friend, or just my dog. Sailing my
boat alone is sheer bliss. When I do
get the courage up to race, I usually place somewhere in the middle
of the fleet. But recently I did quite
well in the 3 races of the day with 2
seconds and 1 third. When 3rd, and
then 2nd prize overall, went to other sailors I have to admit I felt a bit
disappointed. But then they called
my name out for first place! Overall
my points for the day were the best.
I couldn’t believe it :-)

Newcomers aperitivo at Ristorante TEN

Orientals Abroad Corso Magenta area tour

Parliamo italiano

Drop-in coffees at the terrazza of the Grand Hotel et de Milan

Hike on Lake Iseo

Parmigiano Reggiano experience

Porta Romana NtN

A day in Franciacorta at the Tenuta Ambrosini

